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Trends and
inspiration
Everything from the finish of the taps to the way you
place the tiles can make your bathroom feel different.
Whether you want a bright bathroom with a fresh, clean look, or a luxurious
en-suite filled with rich colours and textures, our Trends and Inspiration booklet
will help you create a space that’s true to you and your style.
Here, we’ve gathered together four key looks inspired by current fashion and
design trends. Leap headfirst into invigorating Plunge Pool. Immerse yourself in
the timeless luxury of Soho. Escape to a world of your own with Serenity.
Or, recline in the sumptuous sensuality of Midnight at the Oasis.
You might find something you love in each and every spread, pulling together
ideas for colours, accessories and fittings to create a style that’s right for you.
Or perhaps one trend will be just what you’re looking for. No matter how you
use our Trends and Inspiration guide, one thing’s for certain; with Heritage, you’ll
create your very own Distinctively Individual bathroom.
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C H I C M O N O C H RO M E A N D
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Serenity

Midnight at the Oasis
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S O OT H I N G PA S T E L S H A D E S

D A R K , M O O DY A N D D R A M AT I C ,

MEET ON TREND COPPER

AN ENCHANTING LOOK FOR

A N D M AT T E F I N I S H E S .

L U X U R I O U S B AT H R O O M S .
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Plunge Pool
That moment – after hours of travelling – when you finally glimpse the
turquoise sea sparkling in the hot sunshine. Is there anything like it?
Plunge Pool is inspired by that seemingly endless stretch of Mediterranean
aquamarine, so clear you’re sure you can see straight to the bottom.
It’s fresh blues and greens, clean shapes, and distinctive tiling, brought
together to create a space that invigorates you from top to toe. Dive in.

FRESH
I N V I G O R AT I N G
CLEAN
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PLUNGE POOL

C R E AT E T H E L O O K

T R E N D D E TA I L S
COLOUR

Balance calming blues or vibrant aquamarine
with fresh white, or use darker and lighter shades
of your chosen colour on different walls.
TILE

Run tiles across the floor and up into the walls
for a high-impact look. For something different,
choose scalloped-edge tiles or alternate plain
white and patterned tiles for a hopscotch effect.
PAT T E R N

Take inspiration from Portuguese pavements and
Moroccan styling to transport your bathroom
into hotter climes. Tiles and wallpaper with
geometric or optical designs work perfectly here.

FURNISHINGS

Sink into a freestanding, single-ended slipper
bath for ultimate Plunge Pool immersion.
For a stunning feature, paint one of our
cast iron baths in cool tones.
TA P S A N D S H O W E R S

Choose a contemporary style with a chrome
finish – we love the Gracechurch range, which
contrasts crisp lines and angles with smoothly
curved spouts.
ACCESSORIES

Collect pretty, glass vases in greens and blues to
arrange on windowsills. They’ll sparkle beautifully
in the sunshine, reminding you of light rippling on
Mediterranean pools. Coloured tumblers also
make wonderful pots for cacti and succulents,
and are easy to find on the high street.
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Soho
Boutique hotels are the epitome of sophisticated cool, characterised
by monochrome colour palettes and metallic finishes.
By taking inspiration from Soho, you can bring this timeless luxury to
your bathroom. A new take on classic styling, it combines soft off-whites,
charcoal black and deep grey with rustic textures and contemporary
patterns for a luxe feel.

TIMELESS
LUXE
S O P H I S T I C AT E D
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SOHO

C R E AT E T H E L O O K

T R E N D D E TA I L S
COLOUR

Key colours are black and white, but opt for
shades like warm charcoal black, deep grey, cream
and china clay. Contrast dark colours with natural
wall shades or light tiles for an elegant effect.
TILE

To create a smart, contemporary look, pair white
wall tiles with charcoal grey grout or visa versa.
Alternatively, team large matte floor tiles in milky
white with a slim slate grey border.
PAT T E R N

Optical, black and white patterned wallpaper
makes a striking feature wall, but if you’re worried
about it being too bold, break up the pattern
with a large mirror or picture frame.
Texture’s also important; Soho’s super-slick
shades contrast beautifully with rustic wooden
flooring and soft textiles.

FURNISHINGS

Angular shapes, such as the freestanding
Rosedene or Penrose baths, complement the
bold, geometric style of Soho. Add Heritage
cabinets with a graphite or dove grey finish,
teamed with fashionably faceted black handles.
TA P S A N D S H O W E R S

The true beauty of Soho is its versatility. Choose
a range like Hemsby to create a contemporary
look – it’s particularly stunning in rose gold or, for something more traditional, go for the
classically designed Avenbury shower.
ACCESSORIES

Plants bring a welcome splash of colour to this
monochrome style, so pot up bushy ferns for
windowsills or a lush cheese plant for an empty
corner. On walls, mount mirrors and collections
of black and white photographs. Complete the
look with grey or white towels – the fluffiest and
most luxurious you can find.
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Serenity
Sometimes you need to escape.
Find headspace in the soothing shades of Serenity.
Inspired by the pastel colours and art deco styling of French swimming
pools, this trend is defined by a gorgeous colour palette and pretty,
refined details. But it’s far from old-fashioned; think matte finishes,
unusual combinations and an ethereal feel.
Light the candles, lock the door and lose yourself,
just for a little while…

S O OT H I N G
ESCAPIST
FA S H I O N A B L E
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SERENITY

C R E AT E T H E L O O K

T R E N D D E TA I L S
COLOUR

Pair dusky pink with neutral shades like cream,
chalky white, or dove grey as the main palette,
complemented by accents of light blue, pistachio
and mint. Keep this look clean and simple by
choosing just one key colour, then adding depth
with highlight colours in different textures.
TILE

Turn metro tiles portrait and run them up
the walls, or go for lozenge-shaped tiles for an
authentic deco look. Choose matte finishes and
natural hues like stone, pale wood or marble to
compliment the pink.
PAT T E R N

Soft colours are key to this trend, so concentrate
on using tones and effects like ombré and
washes of colour. Take inspiration from the
luxury and glamour of Art Deco designs.

FURNISHINGS

For a real statement, paint a cast iron bath – like
Buckingham - pink and contrast with neutral walls.
The fitted Dorchester bath, or the freestanding
Oban or Baby Oban acrylic baths, are great
for a softer, more classic look.
TA P S A N D S H O W E R S

Taps and showers in a rose gold finish work
beautifully with the vintage feel of this trend.
If you’d like something more contemporary,
opt for the Gracechurch range with
mother of pearl details.
ACCESSORIES

Introduce accent colours with soap dispensers,
glass perfume bottles, candles and towels, then
add aloes and orchids for splashes of green.
You can also create a chic vintage effect by
painting old furniture in a base colour then a
layer of white, which is gently sanded away to
reveal glimpses of the colour beneath.
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Midnight
at the Oasis
At the end of a long day, you dream of a bathroom where – as you step in
and shut the door – you feel the tension seep away.
Midnight at the Oasis is a story of drama and sensuality: inky, moonlit
water, dark cosy evenings, and rich colours inspired by Japanese art.
This key 2018 trend is bold and brave, so embrace the dramatic hues to
create a unique bathroom filled with wonder and enchantment.

SENSUAL
RICH
D R A M AT I C
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M I D N I G H T AT T H E O A S I S

C R E AT E T H E L O O K

T R E N D D E TA I L S
COLOUR

On-trend plum, inky hues and rosewood, with
deep greens, peacock, gold and burnished
metallics provide a rich palette with eye-catching
contrasts. Let the dark shades envelop you, and
don’t be afraid to be adventurous.
TILE

Create bands of richness with glossy mosaic tiles
and layer peacock shades of emerald, blue, and
gold. On the floor, try combining different sizes
of tiles in similar deep hues for a tactile effect, or
use metallic border details for an opulent look.
PAT T E R N

Japanese-inspired wallpaper or prints lend
themselves perfectly to feature walls; look for
something inspired by your chosen colour palette.
State-of-the-art waterproof murals are particularly
stunning as a feature panel in the shower.

FURNISHINGS

Midnight at the Oasis is all about opulence, and the
Holywell metallic effect acrylic bath in Copper or
Gold makes a stunning contemporary centrepiece.
Choose dark colours and high shine finishes on
furniture for a lacquered, luxurious effect.
TA P S A N D S H O W E R S

This style is a chance to go bold with gold –
perhaps the Dawlish range in vintage gold finish,
or a Glastonbury shower with contrasting
porcelain-effect details.
ACCESSORIES

Verdant green palms make an attractive contrast
against the richly coloured walls.
And don’t forget the details; opt for dramatic
pendant lights, placing strategically wherever
you want to draw attention. Install lighting
above ornate mirrors to brighten the entire room.
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INSIDER TIPS

FROM OUR INTERIOR DESIGNER

Ali Munro
INSPIRED BY EVERYTHING
FROM MY TRAVELS TO THE
LATEST INTERIOR TRENDS,
THESE FOUR KEY STYLES ARE
REALLY OF THE MOMENT.
WHICHEVER LOOK YOU
CHOOSE, I HOPE THESE IDEAS
WILL HELP YOU TO CREATE
YOUR OWN UNIQUE SPACE.

TILING TIPS

These days there are so many options with tiling;
you don’t have to stick with classic white tiles.
Play around with different shapes and scales –
rectangular or hexagonal tiles in subtle tones
create interesting textures - or use bolder
colours to pick out border edges. If you’re on a
budget or designing a smaller bathroom, buy one
or two striking, illustrative tile designs and frame
them with plain tiles.
Matte finishes are definitely in, and there’s also a
striking new trend for creating geometric designs
using the same tiles on the floor and halfway
up the walls. Coloured grout is a simple and
effective way of changing the look of tiles: for
example, charcoal with cream is elegant, while
china blue with white gives a fresh feel.
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B E C R E AT I V E W I T H C O L O U R

THINK GREEN

Colour is in – but deciding where to begin can be
overwhelming. Be inspired by a picture, painting
or photo you love, and use this as a starting point
for picking a colour palette. Keep it simple and use
one wall if you’re keen to try a bold colour for
the first time. You can break this up with a mirror,
pictures or shelving. Try using darker colours, as in
Midnight at the Oasis, on the floor and cupboards;
midnight blue floor boards and rich emerald or
plum for accessories creates an amazing impact.

People often forget about plants when it comes
to their bathrooms, which is a shame; they bring
life to the room and help to clean the air, too.

Ombré or gradient effects can look stunning;
choose one colour and then two or three lighter
or darker tones to use on each of the other
walls. But if you’re still not sure about being
too bold, just use colour in your accessories:
think towels in jewel tones, a mint green vase,
a striking rug, or a hot pink, painted chair.

DON’T FORGET LIGHTING

Lighting is essential in creating atmosphere and
enhancing a space, and poor lighting can be
dismal or stark. Think about where you’ll need
the most light; often this is above mirrors, where
pendant lights or spotlights in brass or copper
work well. Also, in a space where you want
to relax and unwind, you can use dimmers to
create a softer mood.
The colour of the lampshade can also affect
the ambience, with gold or rose pink creating
a warm glow, and blues and greens providing a
cooler light. On a budget, large paper lantern
shades with cut out or painted patterns
personalise your bathroom – I’ve decorated
mine with mint green spots for something a bit
different.
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The natural humidity of the bathroom allows
tropical plants like palms, ferns and orchids
to thrive, and they’re available in a variety of
colours to compliment any scheme. Cacti and
succulents also look great grouped in clay or
glazed pots, adding a contemporary touch to any
space. They also work well in small bathrooms.
Place seasonal flowers in simple glass vases or
even jam jars to add both colour and scent –
daffodils and tulips are always a welcome sight
in spring.

Call: 0844 701 8501
Email: enquire@her itagebathrooms.com
Visit: www.her itagebathrooms.com
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